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Photographer's Guide to Lightroom 5: Develop Module  A down-to-earth Lightroom 5 guide that

spares you cheesy humor and gets straight to the point.This guide details the inner workings of the

Develop Module of Lightroom 5 with everything explained in detail and all of the useful tips and

suggestions needed to boost your workflow and retouching abilities to the next level.Â Basic and

Advanced Settings and PreferencesRetouching Tools and what they are good (and bad) forHow-to

Retouching ExamplesDevelop PresetsOptimizing your Workflow for Retouching... and much

more!My experience as a travel photographer working on-location for editorial and commercial

clients has enabled me to master my workflow using just a single laptop computer and Lightroom 5.

Everything from importing the images to sending the final retouched photos off to a client can be

done inside of Lightroom with stunning efficiency and ease. The goal of this book is to kick your

workflow to the next level no matter if you are new to Lightroom 5 or are an experienced user.  Â 

Adobe Lightroom 5: Develop Module is the second of three books in the Photographer's Guide to

Lightroom 5 series. If you liked this book, please check out the other two: Adobe Lightroom 5:

Library Module and Photographer's Guide to Lightroom 5: Everything ElsePlease note that this book

has been optimized for eBook formats.
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This is the one I've been waiting for. Tim's first guide, Photographer's Guide to Lightroom 5: Library



Module, covered the nuts and bolts of the latest Lightroom and helped new and upgraded users

organise their images and find their way around the new version, but this is the fun one. This is the

one that teaches you how, in essence, to do all the cool stuff that turns run of the mill photographs

into masterpieces.Like the previous how-to guide, the Develop Module is logical and intuitive,

working through all the retouching tools one by one to get you up to speed on what's what.What

sets this book apart, though, is the professional advice as to *when* and *how much* to use the

retouching tools. It isn't just a dry instruction manual pointing out the location of the various sliders,

but guidance from a working pro photographer. You learn how to choose the perfect clarity setting,

the ideal amount of sharpening, and the dangers of over-processing, with A/B examples of each to

help you get a sense of the ideal balance.As far as I'm concerned this is a must-read for any

Lightroom user.

This book is a good overview if you've never used lightroom before. It walks through all the buttons

and settings and taught me a few more ways to do some of the actions I was already doing.If you've

been using lightroom for a while, you will find yourself glancing over a lot of it trying to find the

nuggets of information you don't already know.

I've used LR since version 2.Initially, I mostly used it to catalogue my photos, but since version 4,

I'm working more with the edit capacities as well, and found myself using PhotShop a lot less.

Frankly, the only time I do open PhotoShop is when I need to work with layers, or in LAB mode.I

recently upgraded to Version 5.2, and this book comes in real handy. I thought I knew LR, but I

found some hidden gems I was not aware of.And, best of all: Today it was offered for free!.This

book will stay on my Kindle for PC for a long time!

This is a great book and I love having the videos that illustrate the lessons. I am learning a lot about

my camera and practicing the lessons as I go. There are even quizzes that test if you can apply

what you have learned. Cute couple who truly enjoy photography !!

If you can look past the poor punctuation and sentence structure, this is a very helpful book. He

writes as if he is sitting next to you and has transcribed a recording of his one-on-one lesson with

you. That is to say the writing is too informal, BUT the lessons, their order of introduction, and their

format make perfect sense. His instruction is very clear, meaningful, and understandable.



Great teaching tool for Lightroom. Great to have on Kinde on my iPhone for a reference I can pull up

when working in Lightroom. Worth the few bucks to buy it. Will pay for itself over and over again.

Buy with confidence.

Photos are poorly printed so it's hard to follow what is shown. This, after all, is a PHOTOGRAPHY

magazine. Also the author's cryptic description, very short, of what he's explaining one should do is

very poor. Sorry I bothered spending the money on this book.

I bought the Library Module book first because that is my primary reason for using Lightroom - the

digital asset management aspects of the program. After finishing it though, I wanted to know more

about what Lightroom is capable of and purchased the Develop Module section. Similar to the first

installment in the series, it is very much to the point and doesn't have any fluff. It is well written and

easy to understand.What surprised me the most about the Develop Module is just how much it is

capable of. I mean, it will never replace Photoshop for advanced work like compositing multiple

images, but for 99% of people out there, like myself, I found that Lightroom can fulfill all of my

retouching needs. Because of the unique layout of Lightroom, I am now able to retouch images

faster than I ever could in Photoshop, especially after learning about Presets and how to use them

on batches of images.For anyone who wants to learn more about retouching their pictures in

Lightroom, I can't recommend this book enough. I improved both the speed and quality of my

retouching more in one day using this book than I did in the last year using Photoshop and all of the

books available on it.
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